Secrets of a ReStore Savvy Shopper:
What we do:

Welcome to Habitat for Humanity

We receive donations all day and every day! Check

We do pick up items-visit our website for details of

Susquehanna’s ReStore!

our Facebook page for

what we can and cannot accept, and to schedule a

Almost everything you see here is donated to sell so

examples of what we receive.

donation pickup- www.aberdeenrestore.org (Grab a

we can build more homes, hope for families in the

magnet at the front, so you can

communities of Cecil and Harford

remember)

Counties. (Your purchase today is
helping us build a local home right now!)

Who we are:
We are a VOLUNTEER run non-profit shop,

We LOVE our customers and treat them with the upmost

We represent the families and individuals we serve every

and

respect and courtesy. (Psst- we even have a free reward

day.

our volunteers. Our volunteers can be

customers too, but all items in the store are always

app called Perka-for every $1 spent, you get a point-spend

brought to the floor to sell-never purchased from the back. $100 and you get $10 off your next purchase.)
We welcome you to volunteer as well!

How to shop: helpful hints and tips to newbies and those whom are lost….
For larger items (primarily furniture) grab the colored tag(s) off of the items you

Everything gets marked

by a percentage at the beginning of the next month (Look

wish to purchase and bring them to the register to pay. (Colored tags mean what

for the Color Sale signs to help you with the discount).

month they come in and mark down in prices-see signs in the store, or ask us.
Our items sell really quickly! Visit each day at different times to find great deals.
Unfortunately we cannot hold the item, if you are interested in the item, it must be
purchased at that time.
Our prices are based on origin, style, quantity, condition and many other factors-we
cannot negotiate the prices (Shopping tip-look for colored tags on the item- depending
on when it came in it may by marked down!)

Our store is

TINY-

and we have so many new things to put on the floor each

day, we can only hold your purchased item for 3 days (including the day
you made your purchase). Purchased items left past the pick-up date will be
returned to the floor. Only store credit minus 20% restocking fee will be
given. ~No refunds/exchanges-except for appliances and lighting~
We wish we could help you load….but we are not allowed too-lawyers and insurance people say
we can’t!

Please understand this is a firm policy.

